“Wow”

Emma Stone
NICK STENSON: This great example of a modern
ombré on a copper base would brighten up any redhead
with a dimensional end result. The long bob still reigns
as one of the season’s hottest cuts and a quick spritz of
Matrix Design Pulse Clean Remix Instant Dry Shampoo
can keep this easy look going strong.
cut & color: 8
outfit: 7
style: 8

MICHAEL HAASE: There is a natural beauty to
Emma, the young Hollywood star has a soft sun kissed
glow to her look that is very now with where fashion in
hair is going. Moving to a more daring color, copper,
distant from blonde, the look is natural, real, and
seems it could be her own. Achieving this look with
Wella Illumina color would be the way to go.
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L-R: Matrix Artistic Director Nick Stenson. Michael Haase, Top Artist with Wella Professionals and
Artistic Director of Salon Platinum Black in Los Angeles. Joseph Bogart, OYA Hair Color Regional
Artistic Manager. Wella Professionals Top Stylist and owner of Muze Salon, Alexandra Matiz.

cut & color: 7
outfit: 6
style: 7
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JOSEPH BOGART: The multi-tonal golden copper
blond is radiant! This look beautifully accentuates
her eye color and compliments her skin tone. The use
of multiple tones adds depth and fullness to her finer
textured hair. Her look is elegant and not just the girl
next door.
cut & color: 7
outfit: 6.5
style: 7
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ALEXANDRA MATIZ: She looks effortless, natural
yet sophisticated. Her golden and strawberry tones
are right on point for the Spring Summer trends.
Love the natural makeup that gives a very fresh look.
cut & color: 7
outfit: 6.5
style: 7
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Although
she’s a
natural
blond, we’ve
come to love
Emma’s
wholesome
gingery looks
looks
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Margot Robbie
NICK STENSON: This deep, rich chocolate brown shows
off a timeless elegance with its monochromatic color and a
stunning finish of romantic waves that we’re seeing on all
the runways. Achieve this look with the help of Matrix Curl
Contouring Lotion to further define the massive shine that
truly sets this look apart.
cut & color: 8
outfit: 8
style: 9
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MICHAEL HAASE: Gorgeous! Real Hollywood, from the
past, present, and future. Margot’s refined and obviously
well planned out look is something to be noticed. The hair
is not to long, showing a true sense of style bespoke hair
fashion, not just following the crowd. The rich espresso
shade of hair with a wavy finish says, “Actress, I represent
the best”. A dark hair version of Charlize Theron, shows her
colleagues how it’s done.
cut & color: 8
outfit: 9
style: 10
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JOSEPH BOGART: The deep violet and mahogany red
brown really shows how opposing tones work in harmony
with the right haircut. Those mysterious gray eyes pop out
beautifully with just the right amount of makeup. Oh, and
her style. She’s got it going on!
cut & color: 8
outfit: 8
style: 9
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ALEXANDRA MATIZ: I'm absolutely in love with the
deep side part and the retro waves. Very chic. The shine
in her hair reflects the chocolate hues beautifully. The
makeup focused on the lips, although I wish they were
bolder to add little more drama to the look. The jewelry
and dress are right on trend.
cut & color: 8
outfit: 7
style: 7.5
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This Aussie
actress seemed
to be incognito
as a brunette
at the Oscars

Kim Kardashian
NICK STENSON: Though Kim looks stunning in warm
blonde tones, she stays true to her heritage with a hue like
this deep stallion black color. Her eyes really pop! To coax
out Kim’s natural curl that we’re beginning to see here, I’d
use Matrix Total Results Super Curl Defrizzer Gel to get soft
waves without the crunch.
cut & color: 9
outfit: 8
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style: 9
MICHAEL HAASE: One of the best things Kim has going
for her is that olive skin; it always goes great with red. Her
true Sable hair color is her best bet, Kim please stay dark.
There is a beauty to Kim that is quite elegant; a classic long
cut without all the layers would be a welcome change to
take this beauty to the next level. Kim’s style is very, “rich”
and tries to impress, this young Celeb is a kind of young
Elizabeth Taylor.
cut & color: 6
outfit: 5

vote 6

style: 7
JOSEPH BOGART: Kim Kardashian proves that deep
brunette shades can be just as prismatic as any other.
This is a very confident and sophisticated look, and is so
complimentary for just about any occasion. She’s ready for
the spotlight at any given moment.
cut & color: 7.5
outfit: 7
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style: 8
ALEXANDRA MATIZ: The big, beautiful sexy waves are
subtle. The dark chocolate hues of her hair make beautiful
contrast with her red dress. I love the makeup, because it's
simple yet bold. However, the shoulder straps of the dress
looks like it's too small for her.
cut & color: 8
outfit: 7
style: 7.5
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Whether
blond or
brunette,
Kim has no
qualms about
changes-ups.
Glam is as
glam does
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Hayden is one
star who we
think always
looks best just
the way she is
...au naturel

Hayden Panettiere
NICK STENSON: I love this style because it’s perfect to
show off her young fresh face! Pulling her hair back up
off her face, perhaps with Matrix Biolage Exquisite Oil for
added shine, opens her eyes and gives her a sophisticated
glow. This is a great transitional look when changing styles
or growing out fringe.
cut & color: 8
outfit: 8
style: 8
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MICHAEL HAASE: It seems Hayden’s look is mostly
pulled back in recent images. As a blonde, she is stunning,
keep it up, I would suggest more dimension in the color.
Between the long and the mid-length a decision has to be
made to find a cut and style to complement the California
girl look. If I could, with that face, I would suggest it’s time
to go short. With that little bit of Audrey Hepburn, she
would be in the dream girl category.
cut & color: 5
outfit: 7
style: 8
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JOSEPH BOGART: Hayden Panettiere is gorgeous
in this off the face look. The color has depth and is
versatile. The darker shade framing her face really makes
her shine. She is a natural beauty who could probably
roll out of bed looking fabulous every time.
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cut & color: 7
outfit: 7.5
style: 6
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ALEXANDRA MATIZ: This hairstyle with the ombré
color is not particularly flattering for Hayden. It's not
a nice combo. Although I love the blonder shades of it
towards the tips. The fresh, natural makeup is a look
that really works for her fair skin.
cut & color: 6.5
Photos: Getty Images

outfit: 6

12 looks

style: 7
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